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Focus of the paper

● The paper focuses on the X-ray timing 
and spectral properties of the 18 X-ray 
binaries with a BH confirmed at the time. + 
22 candidates

● This sample comprise about 10% of the 
bright X-ray binaries in the Galaxy

● 300 million estimated BHs in the Galaxy: 
4% of the baryonic mass and 1000 times 
the mass of Sgr A*
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The confirmed sample

● Persistent, high mass X-ray binaries. 
Cyg X-1 and LMC X-3 first to be 
discovered

● The others discovered as X-ray novae 
and are LMXB

● Two of them are peculiar: GRS 
1915+105 bright since 1992 and 
GX339-4 frequent outbursts but never 
reaches quiescence

● Big range of periods and dimensions

P = 0.17 days

P = 33.5 days
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The confirmed sample

● Mass function

K2 measured with radial velocities. For some 
f(M) is enough to establish the BH nature (> 
3Msun)
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The confirmed sample

● Mass function

● Mass of the BH

● Quasi-periodic oscillations

● Radio emission, persistent and jet

● Extension of the power law
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Spectral states

5 spectral states:

● High/Soft: high intensity, thermal 
emission

● Low/Hard: low intensity, power law 
emission, high variability

● Quiescent: very low intensity, power 
law

● Very High: high intensity, steep power 
law

● Intermediate

VH

HS

LH
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BH candidates

22 BH candidates identified by similar 
characteristics:

● Ultra soft X-ray spectrum (thermal disk 
emission, 1-10 keV) and power law

● Characteristic state transitions
● Rapid variability
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BH candidates

22 BH candidates identified by similar 
characteristics:

● Ultra soft X-ray spectrum (thermal disk 
emission, 1-10 keV) and power law

● Characteristic state transitions
● Rapid variability

● Spectral states
● Probability of being a BH

They could still be NSs. Smoking guns for 
NS: periodic pulsations and type I X-ray 
bursts
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Accretion model

ISCO

Very high efficiency: 5.7 - 42%
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Spectral models

● Thermal emission from the disk, multi-temperature black body (MCD):

○ Widely used, in XSPEC
○ Neglets torque-free boundary condition
○ No GR effects
○ No MHD effects
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Spectral models

● Hard, non thermal power law emission: Comptonization of soft photons in a 
hot, optically thin plasma, the CORONA

○ Temperature ~100-300 keV
○ Optical depth 0.1-1
○ Geometry?

● Models:
○ Advection-dominated accretion flow (ADAF): disk truncated at a large radius and accretion 

energy advected in the flow
○ Corona fed by MHD instabilities in the disk (flares)
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Unifying models

● Esin et al 1997: MCD + ADAF, spectral 
stated dependent on accretion rate

○ Successful but with limitations
○ Does not treat VH state consistently
○ Doesn’t explain QPOs, variability or radio emission
○ “Evaporation” of thin disk not well understood

● Di Matteo et al 1999: flares close to the disk 
heat it in HS state, while flares happen far 
from the disk in LH state
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RXTE

Amazing instrument designed to observe timing 
properties of X-ray sources.

● ASM: observed 80% of the sky every 90 
min, 2-12 keV

● PCA: 2-60 keV, big effective area and huge 
throughput, great time resolution (1 
microsecond), bad spectral resolution

● HEXTE: 15-200 keV, good time res (8 us), 
low throughput
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ASM lightcurves

● ASM counts of 75 s-1 is 1 Crab = 
2x10-8 erg s-1 cm-2

● Hardness ratio: ~0.5 is HS, ~1.5 is 
LH
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ASM lightcurves

● Classic lightcurve: fast rise and 
exponential decay, often a secondary 
maximum
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ASM lightcurves

● Classic lightcurve: fast rise and 
exponential decay, often a secondary 
maximum

● Never reached the HS state (look at the 
low counts)

● Double peaked, lots of absorption dips
● Huge, short-lived burst
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ASM lightcurves

● Persistent sources: LMC X-3 is almost 
always in the HS state, transitions to LH 
in the low luminosity gaps; Cyg X-1 
gradual and rapid variations, mixture of 
states
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ASM lightcurves

● Persistent sources: LMC X-3 is almost 
always in the HS state, transitions to LH 
in the low luminosity gaps; Cyg X-1 
gradual and rapid variations, mixture of 
states

● GX 339-4: frequent outbursts, never 
reaches quiescence

● GRS 1915+105: extraordinary variations 
both in X-ray and radio. Bright since 1992
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Reverberation - Iron K-alpha line

Reflection from the disk of the coronal 
emission, distorted by relativistic 
effects and doppler shifts
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Reverberation - Iron K-alpha line

Reflection from the disk of the coronal 
emission, distorted by relativistic 
effects and doppler shifts
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Ultra-luminous X-ray sources (ULXs)

● Extragalactic sources with 0.5-10 keV luminosities in the range 1039 -  1040.5 
erg s-1, exceeding the Eddington luminosity for NS and some for BHs as well

○ 100 Msun BHBs? Accreting BHs emitting anysotropically?
● Comparison with known BHBs:

○ It seems that the brightest known BHBs are in the same league (within a factor of 5) with ULXs
○ Difficult comparison because of distances uncertainties and no observations of galactic 

systems on the 0.5-2 keV band
○ Some spectral differences between ULXs and galactic binaries
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Black hole binary emission states
“Each X-ray state can be regarded as a different accretion system that can be used 
in unique ways to study accretion physics and the properties of accreting BHs”

1. Quiescent
lowest accretion
ADAF dominated

2. Thermal/high-soft 
second lowest accretion
~1 keV thermal emission

3. Low/Hard 
Non-thermal; jet emission

4. Very high 
quasi-periodic oscillations
both disk + steep power law component

5. Intermediate
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The Quiescence State

- The lowest accretion rate state

→ ADAF 
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The Quiescence State
- Typically very faint; 

LX ~ 1030.5-33.5 erg s-1 ~ 10-8.5 Ledd
- Dimmer than NS → event horizon NS

BH

Narayan 2002

13000 K BB

Γ ~ 2
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- High accretion rate
→ Disk dominated

Thermal-dominant/high-soft state
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- Higher luminosity
- Dominated by thermal 

emission from a disk (disk 
flux > 75% of total)

- Power law comes from 
Comptonization of disk 
photons

- Variability is weak (rms << 
1%) or goes as ν-1 
(turbulence)

Thermal-dominant/high-soft state
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Thermal-dominant/high-soft state

Luminosity variations are well 
modeled as L ~ T4

High-Soft State

Very high state 
(later section)
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-

Hard X-ray+Jet/low-hard state
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Hard X-ray+Jet/low-hard state

- Typically lower luminosity 
that the HS state

- Power law spectrum Γ~1.7
- Sometimes a reflection 

component at 20-100 keV
- Extra power at low 

frequencies
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Hard X-ray+Jet/low-hard state

- Evidence for a compact, 
quasi-steady jet
→ VLBI images
→ flat or inverted radio spectrum

(self absorbed, compact jet)
→ Correlated X-ray/radio

Fender+2014
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Hard X-ray+Jet state

Models

- Extremely uncertain
→ Inverse compton scattering by electrons in an advection dominated region 
(e.g., Esin+2001)

Requires a jet to explain radio; requires a large inner radius
→ Inverse compton scattering by a corona 

May have problems reproducing weak reflection features if the
coronal coverage is large

→ Jet emission; inverse compton at jet base produces hard X-rays, 
synchrotron (see Markoff+2005 and references) 

Naturally explains the radio/X-ray correlation; may explain the 
reflection features
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Steep power-law/very high state
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Steep power-law/very high state

- Often extremely bright; 
LX > 0.2 LEdd

- Non-thermal emission; Γ ≳ 2.4
- Onset of QPOs
- Highest accretion rate
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Steep power-law/very high state

Varied radio signatures
→ Sometimes associated with jet turn off
→ Sometimes associated with powerful radio flares

- Conclusion: generally radio quiet, with some 
instabilities that cause impulsive jets

Fender 2004Models are very uncertain

- Radiation mechanism 
generally thought to be 
inverse Compton

- Origin of electrons unknown; 
e.g., magnetized disk? 
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Intermediate (and other 
weird) States
- E.g., sometimes observe a 

band-limited power continuum 
+ accretion disk = intermediate 
between hard and thermal 
states

- XTE J1550-564 and GRS 
1915+105: 
SPL-like energy spectra + 
QPOs, band-limited continuum 
power
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Intermediate (and other 
weird) States
- SAX J1819.3-2525:

~constant hardness ratio
Photon index Γ ~ 0.6
Super-eddington accretion with 
a binary in an extended 
envelope (Revnivtsev+2002)
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- Defined as features in the PDS 
with 𝜈/Δ𝜈 > 2

- Prevalent in the SPL state
- Sometimes in the hard state 

when thermal emission 
contributes above 2 keV

Quasi-Periodic Oscillations
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0.1 - 30 Hz

- Almost always observed during SPL, often during SPL-hard intermediate 
state

- 𝜈/Δ𝜈 ≳ 10
- Observed whenever the power law > 20% of total flux
- Sometimes correlated with total disk flux (not temperature or inner radius)
- Quasi-stable (days-weeks)

Low Frequency Quasi-Periodic Oscillations
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Models

Need to account for:

1. Low frequency (<< than Keplerian near inner 
accretion disk; e.g., 3 Hz → 100 Rg)

2. QPOs strongest at photon energies > 6 keV = 
power law component

- Global disk oscillations? (e.g., Titarchuk & 
Osherovich 2000)

- Shock oscillations? (e.g., Chakrabarti & 
Manickam 2000)

- Lense-Thirring precession of the inner flow or 
jet base

- Oscillations in a transition region between disk 
and Comptonizing region?

- Magnetic instabilities + keplerian motion

Low Frequency Quasi-Periodic Oscillations

Ma+2020
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- 0.5 < 𝜈/Δ𝜈 < 1.0
- Cyg X-1: these features (dis)appear during major behavior changes
- Only NS systems show intensity variations about 500 Hz → can be used to 

distinguish
- Some works try to combine these with QPOs to create unified variability 

schemes, where all oscillations come from the accretion disk (e.g., 
Psaltis+1999)

Broad power peaks
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40-450 Hz

- Only detected in a few 
objects

- RMS amplitudes ~1-3% of 
mean count rate

- Often have commensurate 
frequencies (3:2)
→ “X-ray voiceprint”

High Frequency QPOs
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- GR disk oscillations under strong 
gravity vary as M-1

→ HF QPOs may be resonances 
involving GR oscillations

- GR predicts independent oscillation 
frequencies in each spatial 
coordinate for orbits around a 
compact object
→ some sort of enhanced emission 
at particular radii where these 
frequencies are in resonance

- Or, “diskoseismic” oscillations, where 
the inner disk is a GR resonant cavity

High Frequency QPOs
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▲ = SPL + LFQPO + HFQPO
△ = SPL + low frequency QPO

◼ = thermal + QPO
○ = hard state
x = thermal state
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